
49ers Clips – January 21, 2017 
 
Local Media 
 
Vikings exec George Paton a favorite for 49ers' GM job 
By Nick Shook, NFL.com 
http://www.nfl.com/news/story/0ap3000000777117/article/vikings-exec-george-paton-a-favorite-for-49ers-
gm-job 



 
National Media 
 
No Seahawks receiver consistently emerged behind Doug Baldwin in 2016. What to do in 2017? 
By Bob Condotta, The Seattle Times 
http://www.seattletimes.com/sports/seahawks/seahawks-position-review-other-than-doug-baldwin-
receivers-an-enigmatic-group-in-2016/ 
 
Wade Phillips officially announced as Rams' new defensive coordinator 
By Gary Klein, Los Angeles Times 
http://www.latimes.com/sports/rams/la-sp-rams-phillips-20170119-story.html 
 
Redskins’ Ryan Kerrigan undergoes procedure on his injured elbow 
By Mike Jones, Washington Post 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/football-insider/wp/2017/01/20/redskins-ryan-kerrigan-undergoes-
procedure-on-his-injured-elbow/?utm_term=.2428a6b5b297 
 
Vikings promote Kevin Stefanski to QB coach, hire two others 
By Chad Graff, St. Paul Pioneer-Press 
http://www.twincities.com/2017/01/20/vikings-promote-kevin-stefanski-to-qb-coach-hire-two-others/ 
 
Packers QB Aaron Rodgers dealing with illness 
By Rob Demovsky, ESPN.com 
http://www.espn.com/nfl/story/_/id/18519784/green-bay-packers-qb-aaron-rodgers-dealing-illness-prior-
nfc-championship-game 



 
Local Clips – Full Version  
 
Vikings exec George Paton a favorite for 49ers' GM job 
By Nick Shook, NFL.com 
 
And then there were two. 
 
Packers executive Brian Gutekunst elimnated himself from the race for the 49ers' general manager job by 
signing a new deal to stay in Green Bay, leaving just Vikings executive George Paton and Cardinals 
executive Terry McDonough in the running for the position, NFL Network Insider Ian Rapoport reported 
Friday. 
 
Paton is expected to meet with the 49ers and Kyle Shanahan -- San Francisco's expected new head 
coach -- next week, Rapoport reported on NFL Total Access. If the two sides find themselves to be a 
good fit, it's expected the Niners will offer Paton the job, Rapoport said. 
 
Paton spent the last decade working with the Vikings, serving most recently as assistant general manager 
under Vikings GM Rick Spielman, who has held that title for six seasons. Spielman has built a young, 
relatively deep Vikings team that is anchored by a defense that was ferocious for much of the regular 
season. Paton's time with Spielman goes back to when the two worked together in Chicago and Miami 
more than a decade prior, and would offer a fresh, draft-focused take on a team in the Niners that has a 
few pieces but needs many, many more. 
 
The Niners' front office position is the last to be filled, as is the head coaching position, although it's 
presumed that is only because Shanahan's Atlanta Falcons have yet to see their season end. The waiting 
game continues into the weekend, but if Atlanta doesn't claim the NFC crown, the new regime could be in 
place by the middle of next week, if not sooner. 


